
Michelangelo  
Petite Lift Recliner
Feature packed lift recliner designed for a petite stature

The new lift mechanism has a more 
vertical lift with a slight tilt compared to 
the forward tilt you find on generic chairs

4 Independent motors for a wide range of position combinations and support

Power Headrest
The individually adjustable  
head support allows you to lift or 
lower the position of the headrest 
even when the backrest is fully 
reclined providing a higher level of 
adjustment for your neck and back.

Power Lumbar
Individually adjustable lumbar 
support, which can assist in 
maintaining a proper sitting posture; 
helping to relieve tension on the 
spine to prevent pain or discomfort 
due to poor posture, arthritis or 
existing back problems.

Power Backrest  
and Power Footrest
With a the dual lift system, it allows 
you to individually adjust the backrest 
and the footrest for the position that 
best fits the clinical needs of the client.



SPECIFICATIONS

Description Overall 
Depth

Overall 
Width

Overall 
Height

Seat 
Depth

Seat 
Width

Seat 
Height

Reclined 
Length

Product 
Weight

Max User 
Weight

Michelangelo Petite 
Lift Recliner KA556 978mm 851mm 1041mm 457mm 457mm 457mm 1830mm 70kg 136kg

www.kcare.com.au

Please contact customerservice@kcare.com.au to find 
out more information on specific models in each range. 

Features
· Dual lift function

· Lay-flat recliner

· Footrest extension

· All close and all lift buttons

· Hand controller

· Ultra durable fabrics

·  Lumbar support to  
accommodate sitting posture

·  Dual armrest cupholders  
(concealed when not in use)

Easy to use hand control
· Soft grip buttons

· 6 pre-defined positions

·  Choose “full recline” or “full stand”  
with the touch of a button.

Customer Feedback:

I came over to your shop yesterday to try out the latest chair 
to hit Australia and wow what a chair! There is nothing in 
your shop the comes close and I’ve tried them all. Having a 
fused neck, arthritis and just had two lower back surgeries I 
am needing support while sitting. I could never get a chair 
to support my lower back and neck until now because of the 
electric adjustable lumbar support and electric adjustable 
head rest. Gone are the days of trying to use pillows to get the 
support which could never be achieved. Even the way the chair 
lifts you has improved as you don’t feel like you are going to 
land on your face.

Therapist Feedback:

I feel this would have a good application for kyphosed clients 
and offer adjustability not in the typical lift chairs ranges on 
offer. The contoured seat base is also a good feature, to assist 
with lower limb and pelvic positioning, acting as a lateral thigh 
guide to a degree. Although often client with a higher or more 
complex seating needs may not be the best candidate for the 
standard lift chairs ranges, these will be welcome additions to 
provide low to moderate seating support and correction which  
I think will be beneficial.

General Conditions that the Power Headrest and Lumbar adjustment can assist with:

Kyphosis ArthritisLordosis Functionality


